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The spreading of disorder

Chapter 3

Helpfulness in public places: Why does it
vary and how can it be increased?
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Would you help a stranger who dropped groceries or lost something? The quality of life
in public places depends much on people’s kindness and willingness to help. Helpfulness
differs greatly across settings, but little is known about the mechanisms generating these
differences, and effective ways to stimulate pro-social behavior in the streets. Recent
research on the broken window theory showed that cues of disrespect for norms, like
litter and graffiti, can cause norm-violating behavior to spread. We hypothesize that such
cues also inhibit pro-social behavior, as they weaken people’s goal to act appropriately.
Therefore, we predict that removing cues of disrespect for norms increases pro-social
behavior. This mechanism also implies that cues clearly signaling respect for norms (like
someone sweeping litter from the streets) makes pro-social behavior in public places even
more likely. Five field experiments demonstrate that the predicted effects are robust and
surprisingly large and show the potential of ‘norm-support cues’ as (low cost) targets for
interventions to improve quality of life in public places.

Although it is appropriate behavior (i.e. the norm) to be kind and helpful towards
strangers just about everywhere, research shows that such kindness greatly depends on
the city you are in (Levine, 2003). For example New York and Los Angles are
particularly low when it comes to pro-social behavior. Some theories explain differences
in pro-social behavior, focusing on different types of people (Camerer & Fehr, 2006;
Gintis, Bowles, Boyd, & Fehr, 2003), the internalization of norms and moral identity
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(Aquino & Reed, 2002), or on the effects of incentives (Andreoni, 1995; Fehr, 2004; Fehr
& Fischbacher, 2004). While providing much insight, these theories cannot account for
the variability of pro-social behavior in public places, as in public space, various people
are present, who are often strangers to each other, with no real encounters, and no or
limited chances for reciprocity. Levine, who studied this variability in many countries,
concluded that for the public space, it is most likely subtle differences across situations
that make people more or less pro-social (Levine, 2003). But what exactly would these
subtle differences be? Levine himself pointed at the possible influence of population size
and density. New York and Los Angles are indeed both big and crowded. He however
finds no correlation between city size or density and helpfulness for other cities in the
world (Levine, Martinez, Brase & Sorenson, 1994). Research by Latané (1981) suggests
that seeing other people who don’t help inhibits one’s own impulse to help (i.e. bystander
effect). Extensive work by Cialdini (Cialdini, Kallgren & Reno, 1990) shows that when
other people’s behavior is (made) salient, people indeed tend to imitate this behavior,
even if that behavior is considered inappropriate (i.e. against a norm).
On the basis of goal-framing theory and recent research (Keizer, Lindenberg & Steg,
2008), we suggest that next to imitation effects there is an even broader mechanism at
work: a cross-norm effect, in which observed conformity or respect for one norm (i.e.
norm support) affects conformity to other norms. Such a mechanism explains how respect
or disrespect for norms can spread from one norm to others. Goal framing theory
(Lindenberg & Steg, 2007) predicts that cues revealing disrespect for a norm (e.g. litter,
graffiti) weakens the influence of norms in general in favor of hedonic or gain goals, as
they weaken the relative weight of people’s general goal to act appropriately (the so-
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called cross-norm inhibition effect). This also explains how the “broken window” effect
(Kelling & Coles, 1996) may come about. A series of field experiments testing
predictions from goal-framing theory (Keizer, et al., 2008) demonstrated this effect and
its considerable strength, showing that cues signaling disrespect for norms can induce
other norm violations like littering, trespassing and even stealing. But what about prosocial behavior like kindness and helpfulness towards strangers? As pro-social behavior
is generally considered to be appropriate behavior, the predictions from goal-framing
theory on cross-norm effects should also hold for pro-social behavior, even in both
directions: Disrespect by others for one norm will reduce the influence of pro-social
norms (cross-norm inhibition effect), whereas observing others’ respect for a particular
norm will strengthen the influence of pro-social norms (cross-norm reinforcement effect).
Do these predictions hold up? Would seeing a vandalized bicycle make people indeed
less likely to help? Would something so simple as a person sweeping the streets (i.e.
displaying care about the anti-littering norm) make people more likely to help somebody?
We designed a series of 5 (between subjects) field experiments to test cross-norm effects
on pro-social norms in both directions (i.e. inhibition and reinforcement effects). The
experiments were carefully constructed in such a manner that we could eliminate other
factors (like anticipated rewards for helping, possible bystander effects and individual
differences) as possible causes for differences in helping behavior. In all experiments, we
only focused on pedestrians who passed by without being accompanied by others.

Research (Keizer, et al., 2008) showed that subjects were more likely to steal an envelope
visibly containing 5 euro’s from a public mailbox when the setting around that mailbox
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showed signs of norm violating behavior (i.e. graffiti or litter) than when these cues were
absent. In our first study we wanted to find out whether such cues would also make
people less likely to act pro-socially, in this case to help an unknown person who’s mail
apparently had fallen from a mailbox. We placed an envelope (no money inside) on the
ground in front (approximately 1.5 m) of a mailbox in Groningen. The closed bright
white envelope was very noticeable and the front (addressed and with a valid stamp) was
facing up. Subjects were all pedestrians that singly passed the envelope within 3 meter.
The dependent variable was whether or not subjects picked-up the envelope and put it in
the mailbox (conforming to the helping norm).

Fig. 1.
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We conducted a baseline control condition (N=82) with no signs of norm violating
behavior in the setting. Next, we manipulated the setting to show that others had violated
a certain norm (N=81). This cue consisted of two bicycles that were clearly vandalized
(e.g. bent wheels, twisted front fork; Fig. 1; on the previous page). We wanted to make
sure that the vandalized bicycles and the letter weren’t in competition for attention. In
other words that people did not see the letter because they were looking at the vandalized
bicycles. Therefore we positioned the bicycles in such a manner that for everyone looking
at the bicycles the envelope was in the line of sight. Both conditions were run during the
same time of day (in the afternoon) and under the same weather conditions (no rain,
partly cloudy). The results clearly showed a cross-norm inhibition effect: in the baseline
conditions 26% of the subjects stopped to post the letter, compared to only 5% when the
setting showed signs of norm violating behavior (i.e. vandalized bicycles). This
difference is substantial and highly significant χ2(1, 163) = 13.409, p=.0003.

Vandalizing bicycles is quite a severe norm violation, so we wondered whether the norm
inhibition effect on the (same) helping norm would still hold if subjects observed a more
subtle cue, i.e. signs of a less severe norm violation. We designed Study 2 to find out.
Study 2 was conducted under the same circumstances and in the same setting as Study 1
and our baseline condition. However, instead of vandalized bicycles we now placed a few
garbage bags in the setting where it is prohibited to place garbage bags on the street (60
Euro fine). We did not use litter as a cue to prevent that subjects mistakenly perceived the
envelope on the ground as litter. Again we positioned the garbage bags in such a manner
that the envelope was in line of sight for everyone looking at the garbage bags. The time
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of day and the weather was similar to Study 1.The results support our findings in Study 1.
Only 12% of the subjects (N=83) stopped to post the letter when there were garbage bags
present, compared to 26% in the baseline condition. Again a substantial and significant
difference χ2(1, 165) = 4.972, p=.0258.

Both studies showed that the pro-social (helping) norm is likely to be inhibited by
observing cues that others violated another norm. What if conforming to the pro-social
norm would imply more effort than picking up and posting a letter? Will observing a lack
of respect for a norm unrelated to helping still make a difference in helping if it costs
more effort? We conducted Study 3 to find out.
In Study 3, subjects encountered a fallen bicycle. Our setting was an alley commonly
used by pedestrians (our subjects). When entering the alley, subjects in both the
experimental condition (N=81) and control condition (N=79) were confronted with a
parked bicycle that appeared to have fallen over.
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Fig. 2.#

Although the fallen bicycle was (slightly) inconvenient for everyone using the alley,
subjects could easily walk around it (Fig. 2). In order to enhance the impression that the
bicycle had fallen by accident rather than by a lack of care, we used a (woman’s) bicycle
in good condition, equipped with a bicycle seat for a small child and a set of panniers
containing a fresh flower bouquet. Conforming to the pro-social helping norm in this
study took more effort than picking up and posting a letter (as in Studies 1 and 2). It
implied picking up the fallen bicycle, which would be pro-social (i.e. helpful) towards the
bicycle owner whose bicycle and flower bouquet ran the risk of getting damaged as well
#

For privacy reasons, the participant in the photograph is an actor
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as towards other pedestrians, as it made walking through the alley more convenient. In
our control condition no cues of norm violating behavior by others were present. As a
(subtle) cue of disrespect for a norm, we again placed garbage bags in the alley. The
experiment took place during the afternoon. The weather conditions were similar to our
previous experiment: no rain and partly cloudy. The results of this study support the
findings of Studies 1 and 2. In the control condition, 18% of the passersby conformed to
the pro-social norm by picking up the fallen bicycle, compared to only 6% of the subjects
in the experimental ‘garbage bags’ condition a large and significant effect χ2(1, 160)
=5.097, p=.0240.

Studies 1, 2 and 3 show that a cross-norm inhibition effect reduces the influence of a prosocial helping norm when there are cues present that others show disrespect for a
particular norm. For possible interventions the crucial question is: does it also work the
other way around? Is there indeed a cross-norm reinforcement effect? Will observing
cues that others respect a norm (e.g. the anti-litter norm) increase the influence of prosocial norms on behavior? We designed Study 4 to find out.
The setting of Study 4 was a sidewalk in the centre of Groningen. Subjects were people
walking towards the city centre. Conforming to the pro-social norm implied helping
someone (a confederate) picking up oranges that (s)he “accidentally” had dropped. The
subjects saw someone (our confederate) on the side of the sidewalk holding a bicycle and
at the same time trying to put some oranges into a bag. When the subject was at
approximately 5 meter distance of this scene, the confederate ‘accidentally’ dropped the
oranges. To pick up the oranges the confederate had to put the bicycle on its stand and
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walk around it. We observed out of sight whether subjects stopped to help this
confederate by picking up the oranges. We used confederates of both genders and noted
the gender of the subjects, as these two variables (possibly in interaction) could influence
helping behavior. The experiment stopped when pedestrians from the other direction
entered the scene or when several participants at the same time entered the scene. Our
manipulation, which took place approximately 10 meters away from the approaching
subject and 20 meters away from our first (‘orange’) confederate, consisted of the
behavior of a second confederate (alternatingly male and female). In our baseline control
condition, this second confederate just walked by while holding a can of soda. In the
experimental condition subjects saw and heard this confederate “accidentally” dropping a
piece of litter (an empty soda can) (s)he was holding. Instead of walking on (which would
be littering), this person stopped and picked up the empty can. By clearly conforming to
the anti-litter norm, the confederate displayed respect for this norm. The experiment took
place in the afternoon and weather conditions were similar in both conditions (no rain,
partly cloudy). In the baseline control condition (N=50) where the confederate just
walked by, 40% of the subjects stopped to help. However in the experimental ‘respect’
condition (N=56) 64% helped. The difference is sizable and significant (χ2(1, 106) =
6.252, p=.0124) and shows that a cue signaling respect for the anti-littering norm has a
cross-norm reinforcement effect on a pro-social (helping) norm. The sex of the
confederates did not result in (significant) differences in helping behavior, nor did the
interaction between sex of the subject and sex of the confederates.
In Study 4 the cue consisted of someone conforming to a norm. There might, however, be
an even stronger ‘respect’ cue, namely someone who takes the trouble to undo the
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negative consequences of another person's norm violations, thereby clearly disapproving
of the norm violating behavior (Cialdini, et al., 1990). We designed Study 5 to test
whether observing such an active disapproval cue would result in an even larger crossnorm reinforcement effect with regard to a pro-social norm.

Fig. 3. *

*

For privacy reasons, the participant in the photograph is an actor
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Study 5 was conducted under the same circumstances and in the same setting as Study 4,
and thus we could use the same baseline condition. However now the subjects in the
experimental condition saw our second confederate (again alternating male and female)
sweeping the sidewalk (Fig. 3; on the previous page), thereby demonstratively undoing
the negative consequences of other people’s littering and showing disapproval of their
littering. The swept litter consisted of an empty soda can, making the disapproval both
visible and audible. Similar to Study 4, neither the sex of the confederates nor the
interaction between sex of the confederates and sex of subject influenced helping
behavior. However the sweeping confederate had indeed an even more dramatic effect on
helping behavior than the norm conforming confederate in Study 4. In this experimental
condition (N=52), 83% of the participants helped, compared to 40% in the baseline
control condition (N=50) where the confederate just walked by χ2(1, 102) = 19.673,
p=.0001. Thus, seeing somebody sweep the sidewalk increased helping by more than
100%. Again, this result strongly supports our cross-norm reinforcement hypothesis.

General discussion
The present studies show that pro-social behavior in public places is strongly influenced
by norm support cues, subtle cues regarding the extent to which other people respect
norms. An observed lack of respect results in a cross-norm inhibition effect which
decreases the influence of pro-social norms (Studies 1, 2 and 3). The resulting decrease in
pro-social behavior (compared to the baseline condition) was quite dramatic, ranging
from 54 to 81 percent, revealing a strong “broken windows effect” (Kelling & Coles,
1996) on pro-social behavior.
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An important additional question was whether the cross-norm effect would also work in a
positive direction. Would, for example, pro-social behavior in the streets increase simply
by having somebody sweep the sidewalk? Our results allow us to answer this with an
unequivocal yes. An orderly environment is not as enticing for pro-social behavior as an
environment in which others show actively respect for a common norm, by helping to
maintain the orderliness or, even better, by visibly undoing the negative consequences of
others’ norm violations. The effects of this cross-norm reinforcement effect were quite
dramatic, with helping behavior increasing between 60 and 108 percent compared to the
baseline condition.
After establishing the cross-norm inhibition effect for social norms in public places
(Keizer, et al., 2008), our current research shows that this effect also holds for pro-social
norms and that it operates in both directions, as goal-framing theory predicts. The results
support the expectation that subtle cues of (dis)respect for a norm can (at least
momentarily) decrease or increase the relative weight of the goal to act appropriately.
The present studies clearly show the apparent power of these subtle cues on pro-social
behavior in the streets. They not only leave us with this insight but also with a clear
message that is important for policy makers. In the public space, pro-social behavior is
vital for the quality of life. For once, it does not take expensive programs to intervene.
For example, a clear piece of advice implied by our findings is “clean up and do so when
people see it”. Demonstratively showing respect for norms can make a big difference.
Recall that in the public space, one person armed with a broom was able to boost helping
others in need by more than 100 percent.
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